
SUNKEN
FLOORS?
WALLS
CRACKED?
WE SAVE YOU
TIME & MONEY

We raise, re-level &
re-support sunken houses!
✔ 27 years’ international experience.
✔ Fast! Most jobs take only a day or two!
✔ Building cracks generally close up.
✔ Absolutely minimal disturbance.
✔ Permanent structural resin injection.
✔ Reduces costs substantially!
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Uretek Ground Engineering
The Mainmark Corporation Pty Ltd. ACT Construction Occupation Licence 200413804; NSW Building Licence 41231. Using Uretek.

AFTERAFTER

Program Managers - Workforce Innovation and Redesign (multiple positions) 
(Ref No 5B11824001) 

Salary Range $83 - $117K

This role will be responsible for leading substantive health workforce programs at the 
national level through the planning, management, monitoring and evaluation of a range of 
national health workforce redesign projects. Candidates will have a record of successfully 
translating strategy and policy into meaningful, long-term plans and objectives and 
motivating others to deliver against goals.

Change Manager - Workforce Innovation and Redesign (three positions) 
(Ref No 5B11824002)

Salary Range $83 - $94K

Working with the Program Manager - Workforce Innovation and Redesign, this role will be 
responsible for specifi c program outcomes. This may include portfolio responsibility for a 
specifi c area of the program team, leadership of a workforce collaborative or support for 
individual projects. Candidates will have experience in successfully managing key aspects 
of the change process within a healthcare setting.

Project Offi cer - Workforce Innovation and Redesign 
(Ref No 5B11824003)

Salary Range $61 - $64K

This role will report to the Program Manager - Workforce Innovation and Redesign and 
support the program team, plus individual project staff and internal/external stakeholders 
in a multifaceted role. The successful candidate will have a demonstrated ability to work 
in a complex, sensitive and dynamic environment and take ownership of responsibilities in 
order to deliver outcomes. 

Program Manager - Clinical Training Funding Reform 
(Ref No 5B11824004)

Salary Range $99 - $117K

This role will manage the establishment phase of the COAG clinical training funding and 
the simulated training in health initiatives. The successful candidate will have experience 
in managing national reform projects and leading negotiations and building relationships 
across different levels of governments and sectors.  

Policy Offi cer - Clinical Training Funding Reform 
(Ref No 5B11824005)

Salary Range $67 - $76K

This role will report to the Program Manager - Clinical Training Funding Reform and 
provide policy advice, including the preparation of papers analysing policy options 
regarding Australia’s health workforce, with a particular focus on issues relating to clinical 
training funding for professional entry students. The successful candidate will be a self-
starter with the ability to identify barriers and develop solutions to policy issues. 

Executive Offi cer 
(Ref No 5B11824 013)

Salary Range $99 - $117K

This role will report to the Chief Executive Offi cer and will provide high level executive 
support and co-ordination including research, program coordination, project 
management, preparations of briefs, reports and correspondence.  The successful 
candidate will have strong relationship management and communication skills and the 
capacity to respond to a diverse and complex workload. 

We are also seeking expressions of interest for a range of upcoming positions as follows;

Executive Assistant roles – Ref No 5B11824006 – Salary Range $56 - $59K

General Administration roles – Ref No 5B11824007 – Salary Range $56 -$59K

Various Policy roles – Ref No 5B11824008 – Salary Range $61 - $117K

Various Project roles – Ref No 5B11824009 – Salary Range $61 - $117K

Various Finance roles – Ref No 5B11824010 – Salary Range $61 - $117K

Various Communication roles – Ref No 5B11824011 – Salary Range $61 - $94K

Various Data Analyst roles – Ref No 5B1124012 – Salary Range $61 - $117K

Attributes Required

To be successful you will need to meet the organisational values of; Accountability, 
Impartiality, Integrity, Leadership, Respect and Responsiveness. 

Strong interpersonal skills, energy, initiative and a commitment to best practice, 
innovation and collaboration are necessary. 

A demonstrated history in achieving outcomes within a government or health workforce 
setting will be advantageous. 

EXCITING START UP OPPORTUNITIES
NATIONAL HEALTH WORKFORCE REFORM AGENDA
Health Workforce Australia (HWA) is a newly established Commonwealth statutory authority based in Adelaide which is responsible for managing and overseeing 
major reforms to the Australian health workforce. 

HWA was established following the 2008 Council of Australian Governments (COAG) National Partnership Agreement on Hospitals and Health Workforce Reform that 
commits $1.6 billion over four years to reforms.  HWA reports to the Australian Health Ministers Conference (AHMC) and is a national agency that operates across the 
health and education sectors, both public and non-government.   

HWA offers the following opportunities for committed people to make a real contribution to national health workforce reform: 

To obtain selection documentation and apply refer to, http://jobs.au.hudson.com/HWA quoting the appropriate Reference Number. You will be able to upload applications via this site. 
Applications close Friday 4th June 2010. 
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Open Evening
Tuesday May 25th 2010

6-8pm
Woden Campus

“Opportunities in Excellence!”
Broad range of curriculum

offerings

Tradition of academic excellence

Extensive special programs

International Baccalaureate

Strong student support

Careers information

An evening for current Year 10 Students and their families

Canberra College
Launceston Street, Phillip

Ph: 6205 5777

Nationally recognised provider of vocational education and training
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Narratives on a glass canvas
Immersion – works in glass by Kate
Baker and Lisa Cahill.

Canberra Glassworks, 11 Wentworth Avenue,
Kingston. Until 17 June.

Reviewer: Kerry-Anne Cousins

INTERPLAY OF LIGHT: Glass artworks Sailors Warning, left, and Untitled (Lucy), right, from Immersion, are part of an exhibition of works by artists Kate Baker and Lisa Cahill at the Canberra Glassworks.

Artists Kate Baker and Lisa
Cahill both have an
impressive list of profes-
sional achievements and

experience locally and
overseas. They now work at Locus
Studio in Surrey Hills, Sydney, a
mixed media and kiln-forming col-
lective they co-founded.

Cahill has worked in the public art
sector and has completed several
commissions for private and public
buildings. Baker has notably been
among the finalists selected for the
Ranamok prize exhibitions in 2007,
2008 and 2009 and is the winner of
the Gold Award from the Bullseye
Glass, Portland United States,
e-merge exhibition 2010.

Their works in this exhibition
complement each other nicely. Both
artists conceive the glass panel as
providing a ‘‘canvas’’ on which to
develop a visual narrative – that is
their work presents a scenario, a
sequence of images that provokes a

response from the viewer’s own
experience.

Baker uses the figure as a motif.
Her fugitive images of young women
are disarming in their vulnerability.
Cahill, however, suggests the chang-
ing moods of nature in atmospheric
abstract works that leave to our
imagination what form this nature
will take – clouds or sky, snow or sea.

Baker works with digital photo-
graphs which she then exposes to
light-sensitive material before print-
ing and fusing them into layers of
glass. Her images retain the effect of
photographic negatives revealed
through exposure to light.

Baker works with a combination of

wall panels and with single, free-
standing panels. In the series of
panel works, each panel provides an
extension and development of the
central idea. In Untitled No 5, there
are two panels hung together. The
first panel depicts a suggestion of a
figure. In the second a high-tension
electrical pylon looms out of the dark
background etched in low relief.

In Untitled, (Emma) No 4, a series
of three panels, the narrative moves
between the portrait of a head, an
etched panel of industrial wires, then
another panel depicting feminine
legs. These images of young girls and
industrial landscapes do not have a
natural affinity so any interpretation
– both of the visual imagery and its
meaning – is open to conjecture.

In a work called Untitled (Hayley)
No 3, Baker has curved one of the
three panels and almost superimpo-
sed it over the one beneath. This
format is very successful as it serves
to unite the disparate images in the

three panels in a visually coherent
way while adding to the work a more
dynamic sculptural dimension.

I particularly like Baker’s two large
shallow bowls that are a departure
from the wall panels. The works,
Lotus form No 8 and Lotus form No 9,
have engravings of lotus flowers in
grey transparent glass, partnered
respectively with photographic
images of an apartment block hung
with washing, and an urban scape of
city crowds.

Baker conveys succinctly through
these images, a contrast between a
traditional view of Asia that is calm
and serene and the development of a
contemporary urban Asian reality.

There is a beautiful painterly qual-
ity in Cahill’s work and although
Cahill works in glass there is an
oriental appreciation of the evoca-
tive power of the brush mark.

In the series of small glass wall
panels, called Traces No 2, nature’s
turmoil is conveyed by ‘‘brush’’

marks of white slashed across a black
background and in the work, Sailors
Warning No 3 a dance of red light
across a grey white ground suggests
a red dawn. In Nordic Skies No 3
there is an almost white on white
image with only the slight sculptured
detailing of green markings at the
bottom of the panels to interrupt
their white expanse.

Two glass free-standing blocks
comprise the work, Night Vista. In
this work, layers of fused transparent
glass give a sense of spatial depth.
Tiny bubbles formed in the glass
reflect the light.

This work seems more open to the
random effect of light whereas in
other works the effects are more
controlled.

The accidental play of light ac-
hieved through leaving more areas of
the work translucent is another way
perhaps that the artist could explore
the atmospheric and transient
effects of nature in her wall panels.

Riveting exploration
of a nation’s shame
The Laramie Project by Moises
Kaufman and the Tectonic Theatre
Project.

Directed by Jarrad West. Original Music by
Lucy Bermingham. Everyman Theatre.
Canberra Theatre Centre. Until May 29.
Reviewer: Peter Wilkins

COMPELLING: The Laramie Project
recounts the events surrounding the
murder of Matthew Shepard in 1998.

There are many reasons you should
not miss Everyman Theatre’s
production of The Laramie Project,
currently playing at the intimate
Courtyard Studio of the Canberra
Theatre Centre.

Moises Kaufman and the Tectonic
Theatre Project’s compelling
docudrama of the events
surrounding the brutal murder of
gay Wyoming university student,
Matthew Shepard in 1998 is a finely
crafted, sensitively constructed and
thought-provokingly presented
investigation into the motive, impact
and consequence of a crime that
changed a town, exposed its people
and confronted a nation.

The Laramie Project is performed
by one of the finest ensemble of
actors you are likely to see on a
Canberra stage.

Under the measured direction of
Jarrad West, who also performs the
role of the narrator, introducing the
characters and offering certain
explanations of the action
throughout the three-act
production, the eight actors deftly
assume the various roles of Moises
Kaufman and actors of the Tectonic
Theatre Project, various citizens of
Laramie, parents, university staff,
the accused perpetrators, members
of the media and officials at the trial.

Over a year, Kaufman and his
team conducted 200 interviews,
eventually shaping a plethora of
facts, opinions and transcripts into a
performance, powerful in its
authenticity and riveting in its
dramatic device.

Kaufman’s themes are as taut as
the network of strung out ropes that
form the set, stretching out in search
of answers, only to discover more
questions in the drama’s relentless

investigation of the impact of
education, religion, class and
prejudice.

Lucy Bermingham’s original score
and J. Wes’s sound design provide
an effective soundtrack to the
production, punctuating or
releasing moments of tension.

Everyman Theatre’s production
encapsulates loss of innocence, not
only of Laramie, but of a nation built
on the ideals of liberty and equality.

As with Tony Kushner’s epic
Angels in America, mention of which
features in this play, The Laramie
Project places a nation on trial in its
plea for tolerance, compassion and
hope.

Responsibility weighs heavy on
the actors’ talent. ‘‘Remember to say
it correct’’ the local minister says to
one of Kaufmann’s actors. West’s
actors don’t put a foot wrong. Their
performances reach out with
honesty, flawless in the swiftly
sketched vignettes, and powerfully
convincing as agents of a greater
purpose to lay out the human
condition for fair and
compassionate judgment.

Too many to name here, each
actor deserves acclaim.

Only West’s deliberately
dispassionate narration, which
seemed distractedly uncertain on
opening night, and the request for
audiences to leave the theatre during
the two intervals disturbed my
unequivocal involvement in another
outstanding production from
Canberra’s newest theatre company.


